Samson’s Meteorite is the universal solution for capturing high-quality recordings on your computer. Meteorite is ideal for podcasting, creating audio for YouTube videos and recording music on your favorite software or apps. This sleek microphone will vastly improve your ability to communicate with friends, family and business associates on programs like Skype, FaceTime and other VoIP software.

Meteorite presents an immediate improvement over your computer’s internal microphone, bypassing the computers standard mic capsule and noisy soundcard, in favor of the Meteorite’s studio-quality 14mm capsule and dedicated audio conversion path. Meteorite’s larger, professional capsule provides a smooth, flat frequency response to capture the natural characteristics and dynamics of your voice.

Meteorite mounts to a magnetic base that lets you tilt and swivel the microphone to customize its positioning to your exact preferences. You can even take the microphone off its base and speak directly into it for recording or communicating in crowded noisy environments. Start recording with Meteorite right out of the box. There’s no need to install drivers, as the mic can be directly connected to any computer via its integrated USB cable. Also, when combined with the iPad using Apple’s Lightning USB Camera Adapter or Camera Connection Kit (30-pin), the Meteorite is a great tool for recording on the go.

FEATURES

- 14mm diaphragm USB condenser microphone
- Perfect for high-quality recording in desktop and home studio environments
- Ultra-clear voice capture for Skype, FaceTime and voice recognition software applications
- Plugs directly into any computer with a USB input, no driver installation required
- Compatible with most computer-based digital audio software
- Cardioid pickup pattern
- 16-bit, 44.1/48kHz resolution
- Smooth, flat frequency response of 20Hz–20kHz
- Integrated USB cable
- iPad and USB bus powered
- Chrome-plated body
- Removable magnetic base for optimal desktop positioning
- Samson Sound Deck Noise Cancellation Software (Mac OS X/Windows) available for purchase

METEORITE

UPC ...................... 809164015666
SKU .................... SAMETEORITE
HEIGHT ................... 5.25”
WIDTH ................... 3.75”
DEPTH .................... 2.25”
WEIGHT .................. 0.38lb
MASTER CARTON QUANTITY: 20

* DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT BOXED